
Titles and abstracts

SPEAKER: Scott Aaronson (CS, M.I.T.)
TITLE: How much information is in a quantum state.

SPEAKER: Charles Bennett (Quantum information, IBM)
TITLE: Logical depth and the emergence and decay of classical information.

SPEAKER: Michael Ben-Or (CS, Hebrew U.)
TITLE: The effective capacity of classical and quantum channels.

SPEAKER: Bob Constable (CS, Cornell)
TITLE: The Logic of Information Flow and the Foundations of Distributed
Computing.

SPEAKER Paul Cuff (EE, Princeton)
TITLE: How Structure Affects Information Transfer

SPEAKER: David Gamarnik (Sloane School, M.I.T.)
TITLE: Hardness results for local algorithms for sparse random graphs.
ABSTRACT: We discuss algorithmic hardness of solving combinatorial op-
timization problems on sparse graphs using the so-called local algorithms.
Recently a particular framework for local algorithms was proposed based on
the concept of i.i.d. factors. It was conjectured that such local algorithms
exist for the problem of finding a largest independent set in a random regu-
lar graph. We disprove this conjecture by showing that no local algorithm is
capable of producing an independent set larger that multiplicative factor 1/2
of the optimal. Our approach is based on a powerful clustering phenomena
discovered by statistical physicists in the context of spin glass theory, and
recently confirmed by rigorous methods. To the best of our knowledge, our
result is the first direct application of the spin glass theory methods to the
area of algorithmic hardness.

Joint work with Madhu Sudan.

SPEAKER: Amos Lapidoth (EE, ETH Zurich)
TITLE: Three notions of channel capacity.
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SPEAKER: Edo Liberty (Yahoo Research)
TITLE: Title: Data Mining in the Streaming Model; Approximating Massive
Matrices
ABSRACT: This talk will briefly introduce the streaming computational
model in the context of data mining. We will focus on working with matrices
that are revealed over time and are too large to store. Working with such
massive matrices requires creating a concise yet accurate approximation for
them. These are called matrix sketches. This talk will shortly survey new
results for matrix sketching in two streaming models. In the first, the ma-
trix is presented to the algorithm one entry at a time. Examples include
recommender systems whose input is of the form ”user i likes item j”. In the
second, the matrix is revealed row by row, for example, ”document i contains
terms j1 up to jk”. This is the case in web crawling, for example, where the
crawler cannot store all the documents it visits.

SPEAKER: Yoram Louzoun (Math, Bar-Ilan U.)
TITLE: Evolving information content of the Immunoglobulin repertoire -
Real time evolution and adaptation.
ABSTRACT: Immunoglobulin (Ig) pass a rapid process of evolution during
the germinal center (GC) reaction. The Ig gene is mutated at a rate of
approximately 1/mutation per division and the B cell carrying these genes
divide at a rate of once per 6-8 hours. During this period the IG pass an
extreme selection to react to an antigen. This rapid evolution called affinity
maturation can be used as a natural lab to study the more complex large
scale evolution. In parallel to the affinity maturation process, B cells pass a
strong clonal selection process, where a limited number of clones enter the
GC to eventually become memory cells. Finally, a third process shaping the
Ig repertoire is the non-uniform production of new Ig receptors through a
random gene rearrangement process, combined with nucleotide addition and
deletion and an extreme selection process, in which less than 5 of the cells
survive. The combination of these three mechanisms produces a repertoire
that is highly apt to respond to pathogens. New technological tools allow
us to study this repertoire in detail. We here discuss the properties of this
repertoire and the information it contains. Specifically, the Ig repertoire has
to be broad enough (uniformly distributed) to answer new random threats,
but still react very rapidly to know threats. This is obtained by a combination
of very large clones reacting to threats previously encountered, combined with
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a very large number of small clones that can react to new threats. However,
even these small clones do not have random receptors. Instead they are
selected to recognize well defined antigens. Thus a three layer protection
mechanism emerge: a very specific yet limited response of large memory
clones, a partially specific set of clones reacting to potential threats based
on the general characteristics of such threats, and a third level practically
random set of clones that can react to unexpected threats.

We bring experimental evidences for these different levels, and discuss
their implication from an information theory point of view and from an evo-
lutionary point of view.

SPEAKER: Neri Merhav (EE, Technion)
TITLE: A statistical-mechanical view of code ensembles and random coding
exponents.
ABSTRACT: Following a brief introduction of basic background in statistical
physics, we will describe relationships and analogies between certain models
of spin glasses, in particular - the random energy model (REM), and the
behavior of certain ensembles of codes for communication systems. Beyond
the purely theoretical aspects of these relations, we will also demonstrate how
analysis techniques, rooted in the statistical mechanics of the REM, can be
harnessed to obtain sharper and more accurate evaluations of the ensemble
performance of these codes. Time permits, we will also point out several
extensions of the basic model.

SPEAKER: Shlomo Shamai
TITLE: Information Theory: Old and New–A Personal Perspective.
ABSTRACT: We start by demonstrating in a descriptive way the origin of
information theory in Shannon’s 1948 monumental work, and mention some
interdisciplinary aspect within general areas of electrical engineering and be-
yond. We discuss a change of paradigms in Information Theory from being
a pure mathematical theory of communications to a theory with widescope
direct practical implications and applications. To demonstrate the rich as-
pects of the problems considered and their implications as well as some inter
disciplinary connections, we focus on a simple matrix based linear additive
Gaussian model. We elaborate on the information-estimation intimate con-
nection, mentioning its recent impact on non-linear filtering and efficient
coding in single and multi-terminal channels, and discuss its extension to
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general channels. A short outlook concludes the talk.

SPEAKER: Barbara Terhal (Physics, Aachen)
TITLE: Bounds on reliable classical and quantum Information storage in a
volume of space.

SPEAKER: Naftali Tishby (CS and Neuroscience, Hebrew U.)
TITLE: Information and control in perception and action - the fundamental
duality.
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